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Abstract

This document defines a new PCP Option to reserve a pair of ports in a PCP-controlled device while preserving the parity and contiguity. This PCP Option eases the NAT traversal for RTP/RTCP flows.
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1. Introduction

This document defines a new PCP Option [I-D.ietf-pcp-base] which aims to ease the traversal of RTP/RTCP based applications [RFC3550] when a NAT is involved in the path.

The main advantage of using PCP is it does not need any further feature to be supported by the outbound proxy to assist the remote endpoint to successfully establish media sessions. In particular, ALGs are not required in the NAT for this purpose and no dedicated functions at the media gateway.

Note that the base PCP allows to retrieve the external IP address and port to be conveyed in the SIP signaling messages [RFC3261]. Therefore SIP Proxy Servers can be more lightweight and do not need to support means to ease the NAT traversal of SIP messages (e.g., [RFC5626], [RFC6223], etc.). The advantage of using the external IP address and port is this provides a hint to the proxy server there is no need to return a small expire timer (e.g., 60s).

2. Why this PCP Option is Needed?

Traditionally the voice/video applications that use RTP and RTCP would specify only the RTP port that the application would use for streaming the RTP data. The inherent assumption is that the RTCP traffic will be sent on the next higher port. Below is provided an excerpt from [RFC3550]:

"RTP relies on the underlying protocol(s) to provide de-multiplexing of RTP data and RTCP control streams. For UDP and similar protocols, RTP SHOULD use an even destination port number and the corresponding RTCP stream SHOULD use the next higher (odd) destination port number. For applications that take a single port number as a parameter and derive the RTP and RTCP port pair from that number, if an odd number is supplied then the application SHOULD replace that number with the next lower (even) number to use as the base of the port pair. For applications in which the RTP and RTCP destination port numbers are specified via explicit, separate parameters (using a signaling protocol or other means), the application MAY disregard the restrictions that the port numbers be even/odd and consecutive although the use of an even/odd port pair is still encouraged."

[RFC3605] defines an explicit "a=RTCP" SDP attribute for some applications using a distinct port than RTP+1. Even though [RFC3605] defines a new attribute for explicitly specifying the RTCP attribute for the SDP based applications, but since it is not a MUST to use...
this attribute, there are still applications that are not compliant with this RFC. There are also non-SDP based applications that use RTP/RTCP like H323, that make the assumption that RTCP streaming will happen on RTP+1 port.

In order for these applications to work across NAT, the NAT device must have an application layer gateway, that would allocate two consecutive ports. In a PCP context, a similar functionality need to be provided for the PCP Client to request two consecutive ports and the PCP Server to allocate and respond with the information of the allocated port.

This document describes the mechanism to request a pair of consecutive ports for a PCP-controlled device and the corresponding mechanism for the PCP Server to allocate and respond to the port allocation request.

3. Definition of the Port Reservation Option

3.1. Requirements

The PCP Option used to reserve a port pair should meet the following requirements:

1. Preserve the port parity as discussed in Section 4.2.2 of [RFC4787].

2. Preserve port contiguity as discussed in Section 4.2.3 of [RFC4787] (i.e., RTCP = RTP+1).

3.2. Rationale

Since PCP does not support a mechanism to include multiple port numbers in the same request/response, only the RTP port is explicitly signaled in PCP messages. The companion port (i.e., RTCP port) is reserved too by the PCP Server.

3.3. PCP Port Reservation Option

The format of the PCP Port Reservation Option is defined in Figure 1.
4. Client Behaviour

To retrieve a pair of ports following the requirements listed in Section 3.1, the PCP Client adds the Port Reservation Option to its PCP MAP request. The PCP Client MAY indicate its preferred external port. This port is likely to be equal to the internal port indicated in the PCP request.

Once a response is received from the PCP Server, the PCP Client checks whether the Port Reservation Option is supported by the peer PCP Server following the procedure defined in Section 7.3 of [I-D.ietf-pcp-base].

If the answer is positive, the PCP Client retrieves the mapping returned by the PCP Server; in particular the external port number should be even. For the RTP case, this port is indicated to the remote peer as the port number used for RTP flows; RTCP is assumed to use the returned external port number + 1.

If the Port Reservation Option is not supported by the PCP Server, and according to the port quota, only the RTP port can be signaled to the remote endpoint (e.g., SDP offer/answer [RFC4566]). RTCP flows are likely to fail if no mechanism to assist the traversal of RTCP flows is supported (e.g., "a=RTCP" attribute).

When a pair of ports is retrieved from the PCP Server, two mappings are instantiated in both the PCP Server and PCP Client. For explicit deletion of these mappings, the PCP Client and PCP Server follow the
procedure defined in Section 9.5 of [I-D.ietf-pcp-base] for each mapping.

To reduce the delay to establish media sessions, the PCP Client MAY reserve a pair of ports once the (SIP) registration phase has been successfully completed. These pair of ports will be included in SDP offers/answers for instance.

5. Server Behaviour

Upon receiving the Port Reservation Option, the PCP Server validates the request for the supported OpCode values. If an unrecognized value is received a Invalid request error is returned to the PCP Client (e.g., using MALFORMED_REQUEST error). The reason for rejecting the request could be an invalid internal IP address, invalid Internal port, etc.

For a valid request, the PCP Server collects the Internal port and the hinted external port and verify against any administrative rules to allow or disallow the PCP Client from making this request. An example of an administrative rule will be by fulfilling the request it would put the client over its administratively allowed limits. In those cases, the PCP Server will treat this as an error and this is handled the same way as described in [I-D.ietf-pcp-base] for the denial of honoring the request with the appropriate Opcode.

To handle the PCP Reservation Option by the PCP Server, the procedure defined in Section 6.3 of [I-D.ietf-pcp-base] should be followed. When PCP Reservation Option is not supported, the PCP Server MUST treat the request as any PCP request to create an individual mapping. If port parity preservation is supported by the PCP Server, an even port is likely to be returned to the PCP Client. Otherwise, a port is returned if the port quota is not reached.

The following describes the behavior of the PCP Server when the PCP Reservation Option is supported.

The PCP Server should request the controlling NAT device to allocate a pair of consecutive ports. If there is a hinted external port present in the request, the server MAY try to honor the request. The PCP Server MUST honor the parity by requesting the allocation of ports that match the parity. However, there is no guarantee that the hinted external ports are available or be allocated. Two mappings are therefore instantiated by the PCP Server with the same lifetime value. These mappings are treated as any individual mapping.

If a mapping already exists and the PCP Reservation Option can be
honored, the PCP Server instantiate the companion mapping and sends back a positive answer to the requesting PCP Client.

If the port allocation failed either because of the unavailability of ports or the port parity could not be honored, the PCP Server SHOULD reserve only one external port. The PCP Server SHOULD indicate in the response that the PCP Reservation Option has not been honored as specified in Section 6.3 of [I-D.ietf-pcp-base].

If the request contains the PREFER_FAILURE option and one or both hinted external ports (i.e., the hinted external port number and hinted external port number + 1) cannot be allocated, the PCP Server MUST reply with result code CANNOT_PROVIDE_EXTERNAL_PORT.

6. Illustration Examples

This section provides a list of examples to illustrate the usage of PCP Port Reservation Option.

6.1. Port Reservation Option Not Supported by The PCP Server

Figure 2 shows an example of the flow exchange which is observed when the PORT_RESERVATION_OPTION is not supported by the PCP Server.
6.2. Port Reservation Option Is Supported by The PCP Server

Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate two examples of the flow exchanges which are observed when the PORT_RESOLUTION_OPTION is supported by the PCP Server. Figure 3 shows an example of a PCP Server supporting the option and honoring the requested external port number. Figure 4 shows an example of a PCP Server supporting the option but not honoring the requested external port number.
Figure 3: Flow Example of a PCP Server supporting the option and honoring the hinted external port
Figure 4: Flow Example of a PCP Server supporting the option but not honoring the hinted external port

6.3. Delete the Mappings

Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows the exchanges that occur to delete the created mappings.
Figure 5: Flow example to delete the mappings
7. IANA Considerations

This document requests the assignment of a new PCP Option code:

- PORT_RESERVATION_OPTION.

8. Security Considerations

This document does not introduce any security issue in addition to what is taken into account in [I-D.ietf-pcp-base].
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